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Educational Researcher

Volume 44, Issue 1

Features Articles
Sabrina Zirkel, Julie A. Garcia, and Mary C. Murphy

Experience-Sampling Research Methods and Their Potential for Education Research

Ingrid A. Nelson, Rebecca A. London, and Karen R. Strobel

Reinventing the Role of the University Researcher
Educational Studies in Mathematics

Volume 88, Issue 2
January 2015

Articles

Covariation between variables in a modelling process: The ACODESA (collaborative learning, scientific debate and self-reflection) method
Fernando Hitt, Alejandro S. González-Martín

An analytical framework for categorizing the use of CAS symbolic manipulation in textbooks
Jon D. Davis, Nicole L. Fonger

The roles of visualization and symbolism in the potential and actual infinity of the limit process
Ivy Kidron, David Tall

Examining individual and collective level mathematical progress
Chris Rasmussen, Megan Wawro, Michelle Zandieh

A fictional dialogue on infinitude of primes: introducing virtual duoethnography
Rina Zazkis, Boris Koichu

The visible and the invisible: mathematics as revelation
Wolff-Michael Roth, Jean-François Maheux

Book Review: When Oksapmin number system met Western arithmetic - Answering the question of how cognitive and cultural change induce each other.
Anna Sfard

Volume 88, Issue 3

Proper and paradigmatic metonomy as a lens for characterizing student conceptions of distributions and sampling
Jennifer Noll, Stacey Hancock

Learning to reason from samples
Dani Ben-Zvi, Arthur Bakker, Katie Makar
Developing students’ reasoning about samples and sampling in the context of informal inferences
Maria Meletiou-Mavrotheris, Efi Paparistodemou

Developing students’ reasoning about samples and sampling variability as a path to expert statistical thinking
Joan Garfield, Laura Le, Andrew Zieffler, Dani Ben-Zvi

Data seen through different lenses
Clifford Konold, Traci Higgins, Susan Jo Russell, Khalimahtul Khalil

What I see is not quite the way it really is: students’ emergent reasoning about sampling variability
Maxine Pfannkuch, Pip Arnold, Chris J. Wild

Learning to reason from samples: commentary from the perspectives of task design and the emergence of “big data”
Janet Ainley, Robert Gould, Dave Pratt
Mathematical Thinking and Learning

Volume 17, Issue 1

Developing Elementary Teachers’ Knowledge about Functions and Rate of Change through Modeling
Eric Weber, Michael A. Tallman & James A. Middleton
pages 1-33

Children’s Use of Variables and Variable Notation to Represent Their Algebraic Ideas
Bárbara M. Brizuela, Maria Blanton, Katharine Sawrey, Ashley Newman-Owens & Angela Murphy Gardiner
pages 34-63

Secondary Students’ Quantification of Ratio and Rate: A Framework for Reasoning about Change in Covarying Quantities
Heather Lynn Johnson
pages 64-90
Journal of Research in Science Teaching

Volume 52, Issue 2

Bridging science education and science communication research (pages 135–144)
Ayelet Baram-Tsabari and Jonathan Osborne
Article first published online: 24 JAN 2015 | DOI: 10.1002/tea.21202

Key aspects of scientific competence for citizenship: A Delphi study of the expert community in Spain (pages 164–198)
Ángel Blanco-López, Enrique España-Ramos, Francisco José González-García and Antonio Joaquín Franco-Mariscal
Article first published online: 24 JAN 2015 | DOI: 10.1002/tea.21188

Scientists' views about communication training (pages 199–220)
John C. Besley, Anthony Dudo and Martin Storksdieck
Article first published online: 24 JAN 2015 | DOI: 10.1002/tea.21186

Dynamic framing in the communication of scientific research: Texts and interactions (pages 221–252)
Pryce R. Davis and Rosemary S. Russ
Article first published online: 24 JAN 2015 | DOI: 10.1002/tea.21189
International Journal of Science Education

Volume 37, Issue 3

Original Articles

Multiple Perspectives on Elementary Teachers’ Science Identities: A case study
Lauren Madden & Eric Wiebe
pages 391-410

‘I Actually Contributed to Their Research’: The influence of an abbreviated summer apprenticeship program in science and engineering for diverse high-school learners
Stephen R. Burgin, William J. McConnell & Alonzo M. Flowers III
pages 411-445

Conceptions of Memorizing and Understanding in Learning, and Self-Efficacy Held by University Biology Majors
Tzu-Chiang Lin, Jyh-Chong Liang & Chin-Chung Tsai
pages 446-468

Factors Influencing Schoolchildren's Responses to a Questionnaire in Wildlife Conservation Education
Jean-Marie Ballouard, Stephen J. Mullin, Rastko Ajtic, José Carlos Brito, El Hassan ElMouden, Mehmet Erdogan, Monica Feriche, Juan M. Pleguezuelos, Pavol Prokop, Aida Sánchez, Xavier Santos, Tahar Slimani, Bogoljub Sterijovski, Ljiljana Tomovic, Muhammet Uşak, Marco Zuffi & Xavier Bonnet
pages 469-483

Exploring the Role of ‘Gendered' Discourse Styles in Online Science Discussions
Florence R. Sullivan, Manu Kapur, Sandra Madden & Stefanie Shipe
pages 484-504
Malaysian Students’ Scientific Argumentation: Do groups perform better than individuals?
Lee Ling Heng, Johari Surif & Cher Hau Seng
pages 505-528

Exploring the Impacts of Cognitive and Metacognitive Prompting on Students’ Scientific Inquiry Practices Within an E-Learning Environment
Wen-Xin Zhang, Ying-Shao Hsu, Chia-Yu Wang & Yu-Ting Ho
pages 529-553

The Effects of Inquiry Teaching on Student Science Achievement and Attitudes: Evidence from Propensity Score Analysis of PISA Data
Feng Jiang & William F. McComas
pages 554-576
International Journal of Mathematical Education in Science and Technology

Volume 46, Issue 3

Mathematics and its value for engineering students: what are the implications for teaching?
Diane Harris, Laura Black, Paul Hernandez-Martinez, Birgit Pepin, Julian Williams & with the TransMaths Team
pages 321-336

A framework for characterizing students’ thinking about logical statements and truth tables
Casey Hawthorne & Chris Rasmussen
pages 337-353

Driving student-centred calculus: results of a comprehensive case study for Kaizen learning in the Sultanate of Oman
Bernhard Heim, Florian Rupp, Nils Viet, Paul v. Stockhausen, Jonas Gallenkämper & Judith Kreuzer
pages 354-369

The impact of instructor pedagogy on college calculus students’ attitude toward mathematics
Gerhard Sonnert, Philip M. Sadler, Samuel M. Sadler & David M. Bressoud
pages 370-387

Constructing a coherent problem model to facilitate algebra problem solving in a chemistry context
Bing Hiong Ngu, Alexander Seeshing Yeung & Huy P. Phan
pages 388-403

Exploring hurdles to transfer: student experiences of applying knowledge across disciplines
Jouni Lappalainen & Juho Rosqvist
pages 404-419
A Conceptual Framework for STEM Integration Into Curriculum Through Career and Technical Education  
*Paul A. Asunda*

Bridging STEM With Mathematical Practices  
*Cory A. Bennett, Wendy Ruchti*

Second-Career Mathematics Teachers' Knowledge of Mathematical Connections  
*Brian Bowen*

Elementary STEM Education: The Future for Technology and Engineering Education?  
*Michael K. Daugherty, Vinson Carter, Lindsey Swagerty*

Analysis of Content and Digital Media Infusion Quality in Integrative STEM Education  
*Jeremy V. Ernst*
Science

Volume 347, Issue 6222

A classroom experiment
Jeffrey Mervis

Science by any means necessary
Rachel Bernstein

There goes the macrophage neighborhood
Heather D. Hickman
Science 6 February 2015: 609-610.

Taking temperature at the nanoscale
Christian Colliex
Science 6 February 2015: 611-612.

Our skewed sense of space
György Buzsáki

A Me6Age for pluripotency
Hendrik G. Stunnenberg, Michiel Vermeulen, and Yaser Atlasi

The coordination chemistry of nanocrystal surfaces
Jonathan Owen
Science 6 February 2015: 615-616.

How a virus travels the world
Josanne H. Verhagen, Sander Herfst, and Ron A. M. Fouchier
Science 6 February 2015: 616-617.

Combinatorial labeling of single cells for gene expression cytometry
H. Christina Fan, Glenn K. Fu, and Stephen P. A. Fodor
Science 6 February 2015: 1258367
Volume 347, Issue 6223

Who are the Tibetans?
Jane Qiu

Agricultural researchers rattled by demands for documents
Keith Kloor

Captive pandas succumb to killer virus
Mara Hvistendahl

Ebola drug trials lurch ahead
Kai Kupferschmidt and Jon Cohen

Sustainable goals from U.N. under fire
Erik Stokstad

China's lakes of pig manure spawn antibiotic resistance
Christina Larson

Fund climate intervention research, study says
Eli Kintisch
Science 13 February 2015: 705.

Models predict longer, deeper U.S. droughts
Emily Underwood

A data-intensive approach to mechanistic elucidation applied to chiral anion catalysis
Anat Milo, Andrew J. Neel, F. Dean Toste, and Matthew S. Sigman
Arctic impact
Carolyn Gramling

The Siberian snow connection
Carolyn Gramling
Science 20 February 2015: 821.

Mothers shape ecological communities
Ben Dantzer
Science 20 February 2015: 822-823.

The dark side of sunlight and melanoma
John-Stephen Taylor
Science 20 February 2015: 824.

Can oxytocin treat autism?
Larry J. Young and Catherine E. Barrett
Science 20 February 2015: 825-826.

Pancreas micromanages autophagy
Guy A. Rutter
Science 20 February 2015: 826-827.

Structured photons take it slow
J. R. Sambles
Science 20 February 2015: 828.

Climbing Jacob's ladder
David K. Romney and Scott J. Miller
Science 20 February 2015: 829.

Uncovering disease-disease relationships through the incomplete interactome
Jörg Menche, Amitabh Sharma, Maksim Kitsak, Susan Dina Ghiassian, Marc Vidal, Joseph Loscalzo, and Albert-László Barabási
Science 20 February 2015: 1257601
Chemiexcitation of melanin derivatives induces DNA photoproducts long after UV exposure
Sanjay Premi, Silvia Wallisch, Camila M. Mano, Adam B. Weiner, Antonella Bacchiocchi, Kazumasa Wakamatsu, Etelvino J. H. Bechara, Ruth Halaban, Thierry Douki, and Douglas E. Brash
Science 20 February 2015: 842-847.

Structural basis for Notch1 engagement of Delta-like 4
Vincent C. Luca, Kevin M. Jude, Nathan W. Pierce, Maxence V. Nachury, Suzanne Fischer, and K. Christopher Garcia

Plumes on Europa tease NASA mission planners
Eric Hand

New jitters over megaquakes in Himalayas
Priyanka Pulla
Science 27 February 2015: 933-934.

As new botulism threat implodes, more questions
Martin Enserink
Science 27 February 2015: 934-935.

Research at Kew overhauled for leaner times
Erik Stokstad
Science 27 February 2015: 936.

Japan looks to instill global mindset in grads
Dennis Normile

Line of attack
Jill Neimark
Science 27 February 2015: 938-940.
What's in a name?
Michael Erard